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FOREIGN BODIES IN THE HEART

The traditional conception of the heart as the seat of
the vital spark and the home of the soul still flavors our

thoughts enough to cause interest in those occasional
cases in which even considerable injuries to this organ
have failed to lead to sudden or even remote catastrophe.
And this feeling persists in spite of the growing
experience of the surgeons that operative attacks on the
heart are entirely feasible, and the common procedure
in laboratory work of drawing a few cubic centimeters
of blood from the heart of guinea-pigs whenever desired,
the last operation being equivalent to tapping a human
heart with a large caliber trocar and withdrawing one
or two pints of blood. As regards the effect of wounds
on the heart, the determining feature is less how much
injury than where and how it takes place. Large sec-

ondary tumor growths may be found unexpectedly
within the heart at necropsy, having produced no effect
to indicate their presence, while small giiuiinas in the
vicinity of the bundle of His give rise to profound
disturbances in function. »So, too, with wounds of the
heart, oblique penetrating wounds in the thick walls of
the ventricles may nol leak because closed by the systolic
contraction, while wounds in the auricles usually cause

fatal hemorrhage, and wounds in the pathways of con-

ductivity are frequently instantaneously fatal.
Perhaps the mosl .spectacular of pathologic conditions

in the heart arc those in which foreign bodies persist
in the hearl for long periods without causing manifest
harm. This condition has been observed most frequently
in »aille, which sometimes take nails, needles and sim¬
ilar pointed objects in their food; these articles may
migrate from the stomach 01 esophagus into the peri¬
cardium, and sometimes into the heart itself. Galen
knew of a deer which lived for a long lime with the
point of an arrow in its hearl. and Weber, in HiOO,
describes (he finding of an encapsulated bullet in the
wall of the heart of a deer. In man such a condition
has not been observed so often, but Zesas1 recently col¬
ic ted and classified reports of 118 cases, which
number, of course, represents far less than the actually

known cases. The number is rapidly increasing of late,
especially through the use of the »-ray, which now
sometimes discloses as Incaled harmlessly in the heart
a bullet whose whereabouts would otherwise in ver have
been Buspected. Increased frequency of necropsies also
adds to the number of cases, for occasionally a foreign
body is thus found in the heart as a necropsy surprise,
as in the case described by Koch, who found a large
nail in the entirely healed heart of a man who died
from an absolutely unrelated condition. Of the 118
foreign bodies found, described by Zesas, 54 were needles
and 38 were bullets, all Ihe other objects being of diverse
nal inc. with but two or three of each sort having been
found. I'Viun the predominance of needles as foreign
bodies in human hearts, and of nails, needles and pins
in bovine hearts, it is evident that Buch pointed articles
do lend to migrate from the point of entrance, however
conflicting the experimental evidence on this point may
be. Ihillets, however, sinnet ¡nies reach the heart most
indirectly by way of the blood-stream, there being sev¬
eral instances in which the missiles have entered large
vessels, especially the pulmonary veins, and from here
have passed by gravity or by the force of the current
into the henl. There are also a few striking cases in
which bullets entering the heart have after a time
escaped into Ihe arterial system and caused'embolism
of most unusual character.

II would seem thai an aseptic foreign body within
the heart wall usually causes little disturbance, but if il
is within the cavities there may he considerable arhvl h-
niia and cardiac irritability until fibrinous deposits have
immobilized and encapsulated il. In one case a bulle't
in the hearl wall caused no trouble for three weeks,
then if penetrated into the ventricle, where it could he
seen by radioscopy tossing about violently and causing
mosl violent arhythmia, until il became stationary after
six months. Evidently, then, operative interference
will seldom be indicated when it is found by radioscopy
thai a bullet or other foreign body has lodged in the
heart, unless infection is feared or pericardia] hematoma
is present. The possibilities of cardiac »surgery in such
cases are shown by the case of the patient operated on

by v. Manteuffel, in which, after the wound of entrance
on I he anterior surface of the right ventricle had
been sutured, the bullet was removed from the cavity of
Ihe same ventricle through an incision in the posterior
wall, recovery being uneventful.

ERRORS IN DIAGNOSIS AS REVEALED AT AUTOPSY
The interesting and instructive oration of Cabot

which appears in this issue, deserves some comment
because of its possible misinterpretation by medical
students and by younger practitioners. A general di»<-
cussion of 1,000 cases in a brief time requires the omis¬
sion of much detail which would greatly alter the general
effect of the paper, though not the absolute figures.1. Zesas, D. G.: Fortschr. d. Med., 1910, xxvill, 649. Brieflyabstracted in The Journal, July 23, 1910, p. 358.
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In every large general hospital a considerable propor¬
tion of the cases which ultimately reach the autopsy
table are under observation for too brief a time lo per
'nit of any thorough study; and. what is more impor¬
tant, ihe patients reach the hospital already moribund
and in such condition that any except the most super¬
ficial examination is impossible. Under such circum¬
stances, many errors of diagnosis arc made and. as a

matter of fact, axe quite immaterial. The duty of the
physician at such a time is often that of easing Ihe last
hours rather than that of making a diagnosis.

Much more important, however, is the fact that while
Cabot divides the errors into those of omission and those
of commission, he fails to point out thai there are very
great differences between these two groups of errors.

The percentage of errors of omission is determined only
by (he care of the pathologist. Few bodies are examined
aller death without showing conditions which were not

suspected during life, and it is hardly probable that the
science and art of diagnosis will ever reach so high a

plane that errors will nul he common. Most of the mis-
lakes of (his nature are immaterial, so far as the patient
is concerned, for they would nol usually in any way
affect the treatment which the palienl received during
life.

A summarization of Cabot's table shows 1,535 cases:

' c. many of the 1,000 individual aulopsies are included
more than once, and there are 602 errors of omission.
In Ihe absence of details, il may be admitted that some
of these errors are material, but in many eases they are

merely defects In anatomic diagnosis. It is, for example,
Unimportant that in a ease of valvular disease of the
heart some one or more of Ihe defects are unrecognized
clinically, The fact that in a given case the palienl has
a double mitral lesion instead of ihe single mitral lesion
recognized during life, would in no way affect the treat¬
ment. We would nol be understood as discrediting every
effort at anatomic accuracy in diagnosis, but let us keep
distinct in our minds that which is material and that
which is not. For example, such a condition as acute

¡carditis was overlooked in no less llian 38 of Ô I
cases. It is probable that the great majority of instances
of pericarditis occurred in Ihe course of acute pneumonia
'"' acute sepsis with endocarditis, both being such severe

•'¡soases, accompanied by such prominent thoracic
changes, that an intercurrent acute pericarditis would
be easily overlooked even though sought for. In truth
such an omission is, from the patient's standpoint, of no

consequence at all.
No less than til per cent, of -the eases of broncho-

PUciiiiiiuiia were undiscovered clinically; but again lack
"' detail does not enable one to infer in how many of
these eases the area involved was too small to permit of
°linica] recognition, or in how many of them the bron-
Cflopneumonia was a terminal incident in the course of
some such affection as apoplexy, urémie coma, typhoid
fevor or carcinoma.

In contrast with the 002 errors of omission are 126
of commission. In a general way. errors of this sort are
of greater importance and are more difficuH of explana¬
tion although many of these also are easily understood.

The paper ¡B one of great interest, bul il may give an

erroneous impression which could he avoided only by
the inclusion of detail which of course the author did
nol at tempi to give.

A SUPREME COURT OF SCIENCE AND ITS RELA¬
TION TO VACCINATION

In view of the fact that many of the issues which
divide the country into opposing camps have a basis in
some problem coming properly within the scope of scien¬
tific investigation, Prof. J. Pease Norton1 of Yale
University suggests that it would be well if we had
under government auspices a court, of technical experts
to decide such issues. lie proposes that the cases in
(pie-lion should he argued by legal counsel before a jury
of scientists, who should be capable of differentiat¬
ing between traditional scientific knowledge and scientific
know ledge based on evidence.

It so happens that the particular case which Professor
Norton uses as his illustration, and the one with which
he seems most deeply concerned, is that of vaccinal ion
versus antivaccination. Surely nothing could be more

satisfactory to the medical profession than to have the
evidence of both Ihe efficacy and Ihe imperative necessity
of universal vaccination marshaled en masse against the
trivial claims of those who. unable lo weigh Hie value of
evidence, have earnestly, and in most instances with
honest good-will, sought to deprive human society of
its only effective guard against one of its most hideous
adversaries.

Professor Norton himself seems to consider the mat¬
ter as essentially a financial one, for he says: "Before
such a court of science all interested parties could appear
with experts; on the one side the virus manufacturers,
the physicians, and those public health officials who'
believe in the practice, and on Ihe other side Ihe l.axpayers
and the people represented by the government''; and
again, "the virus makers and the physicians are not
the only interests which are interested in vaccinating
the people for something."

Disregarding these insinuations, which seem to bear a

New York Heraldic device, we would call the attention
of the New Haven professor to the fact that this par¬
ticular problem has long since, and repeatedly; been
tried in the court of science, and before just such a jury
as he must approve, consisting, as it does, of those
scientists who are best lilted for the weighing of the
evidence in a ease involving disease and human health.
»Surely he must know Ihal the juries of experts on infec¬
tious diseases and immunity, epidemiology and public

1. Popular Science Monthly, October, 1910.
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health, have always, and practically without a dissenting
Voice, decided the ease in favor of universal, repealed
and, where lack of understanding requires it, compul¬
sory vaccinal ion.

Current Comment
COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD'S

1910 REPORT
The tenth annual report of the secretary of the Col-

legeEntrance Examination Board,1 recently issued, con-
tains considerable data of interest to those who are try-
ing to solve the problem of entrance examinations to
medical colleges. This board was established a decade
ago by a number of the leading colleges and universi-
ties to conduct entrance examinations, and its policies
are controlled by those institutions, now twenty-nine in
number. The magnitude of the board's work is shown
by the fact that this year 45 college-trained examiners
were appointed to frame the questions used at the exam-
ination held June 20-25, 1910, and 140 readers were

required to grade the papers of the 3,731 students exam-
ined. These students represented 785 different second-
ary schools and sought admission to 70 different colleges
and universities, 26 of which have medical departments.
The extent of this board's work geographically is shown
by the fact that examinations were held this year in 165
difforeni cities ¡nul in 10 states, beside Hawaii. Canada,
and 1 European countries. In the last live years the
hoard has examined L5,927 students representing 1,688
different high schools, academies ami colleges. By the
passing of this board's examinations admission may be
secured to almost any standard university in the coun¬
try. The question may fairly he asked : Would it not be
advisable for medical colleges to refer to this hoard for
examination all students who do not hold diplomas from
accredited high schools? Such action would do away
with much of the confusion of tests which al present
are employed and would at the same time furnish a suffi¬
cient guarantee that the student actually has the equiva¬
lent of a four-year high-school éducation.

TESTIMONIALS
There never was a "patent medicine" firm thai did

not claim that it had "thousands of unsolicited tes¬
timonials," and that "lack of space" was its only reason
for nol publishing more endorsements of its product.
As a mailer of fad the testimonial does not come as

easily ¡is these claims indicate. To get most of them
requires some effort and al least a small expense The
gift of a dozen pictures to the individual who will testify
to belief in the curative power of the nostrum is not
much, to be sure, yet it is sufficienl to make the adjective
"unsolicited" an untruth. The fact is, the majority of
"patent medicine" testimonials are far from being
'"unsolicited," as there arc men who make a business—
and a well-paving one—of getting such endorsements.
They do so big a business that it becomes necessary
for them to hire men to gather the material; the

employer furnishes the information—or "leads." as it is
(eclinically called—regarding the persons to be ap¬
proached and the preparation for which the testimonial
is needed. During the past week the following "clas¬
sified" advert ¡semen! has appeared several times in at
leasl one Chicago newspaper under "Male Help 'Wanted":

MHIUCAL TIOSTIMON'IAL GATHl'UlEIîs—Ex¬
perienced ; l,'¡uis furnished : give references.

Address O tiaii, Tribune._
II would be interesting to learn the name of the

concern which requires the services of the "medical
testimonial gatherers," and it would be still more to the
point to know what nostrums were to get the benefit of
the "unsolicited" endorsements thus obtained.

ARSENIC IX PERNICIOUS ANEMIA
The action of arsenic in pernicious anemia is often so

favorable as to suggest thai it is a specific remedy for
this disease. The results for a time are remarkable, and
if the observation were terminated when the patient was

at his best a cure would undoubtedly be frequently
reported. If the remedy in use were some new synthetic
a cure would certainly he advert ¡sed with great éclat
without waiting for ihe final result. Without doubt,
there are many cases of pernicious anemia in which
arsenic has produced such an apparent cure, which phy¬
sicians have no! pui on. record because the praise
ol' an official remedy does nol afford a sufficient stimulus
and because knowledge of the clinical history of Ihe
disease leads them to expect a relapse, which usually,
but perhaps nol always, happens. A ease which is re¬

pot led in this issue1 is of interest because of this marked
improvement referred to and because the author recog¬
nized the temporary character of the improvement.

THE FLUELESS GAS HEATER
As a means of warming a room there are few things

more pernicious, from a hygienic standpoint, than those
oil or gas heating apparatus which are used without a

flue pipe to carry off the products of combustion. They
not only vitiate the air directly by consuming the oxygen
and replacing it with noxious ga.ses, but indirectly they
put a premium on insufficient ventilation by making it
practically imperative that the windows and doors be
shut in order to accomplish the object attained—that of
raising the temperature of the room in which they are
used. In view of the obvious objections to this form of
household heating apparatus, therefore, an advertise¬
ment by a gas company which has recently appeared in
most of the Chicago papers is much to be deplored. This
advertisement sets forth the virtues of a "gas heater"
which we are told "needs no flue pipe.. .it consumes less
oxygen than one person and really purifies the air by
burning dust and germs." Whether the promulgation
of such dangerous uni ruths as these is due to ignorance
on the part of the public service corporation which dis¬
seminates them or to the unfettered imagination of its
writer of advertising copy, makes little difference. It
should be stopped.

1. Substation 84, New York City. 1. The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 15, 1910, p. 1372.
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